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Abstract. This paper shows a case study of the 3I (Innovation by Increasing Ide-

ality) method to resolve a production-related problem with cleaning distance 

rings. These rings are used to hold the gap between saw blades during the process 

of cutting hard crystals. The problem is that sediments are created on the rings 

from the material being cut and rust from blades. By cleaning the sediments, rings 

are often damaged, and their thickness is changed. By the use of the 3I method, 

several proposals to resolve this problem were found. As a recommended solu-

tion, the use of a cleaning laser was chosen. 
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1 Introduction 

Many problems that need to be resolved are occurring in manufacturing systems. Also, 

there are many ways to deal with it [1–5]. Most used methods for resolving process-

related problems are methods based on brainstorming. Fortunately, also more sophisti-

cated techniques can be found. TRIZ (Theory of Inventive Problem Solving) and a 

method based on TRIZ principles can provide a more systematic approach to dealing 

with process-related problems and help find more innovative solutions often in a shorter 

time. 

This paper deals with the use of the 3I (Innovation by Increasing Ideality) method 

based on TRIZ principles to overcome the problem with cleaning distance rings used 

in cutting tools in the process of cutting very hard mono-crystals. 

2 Methodology 

TRIZ is a set of methods and tools based on the evolution of technical systems. It helps 

to overcome technical problems. From the specific problem, a general problem is de-

fined. From the principles of TRIZ, a general solution to the general problem is found. 

Then the solver must come up with a specific solution based on the general solution. 

[6, 7] Applications of the use of TRIZ on problem-solving can be seen by many authors 

[8–12]. 
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3I is a method based on the TRIZ principles. It uses the concept of ideality and tries 

to pursue the ideal state of the process step, where the problem occurs. That should lead 

to overcoming or resolving the problem. If the innovation idea is too expensive or not 

suitable, other solutions based on improvements can also be found. The method is di-

vided into several steps, leading the solver through problem and process description, 

understanding process purpose and its ideal state, and searching for innovative ways to 

get closer to the ideal state. The steps of the 3I method are listed below: 

1. Problem – description of the problem. 

2. Process – determination of the process segment where the problem occurs. 

3. Purpose – determination of the purpose of the process (process goal). 

4. Principle – description of the principle, of how the purpose is achieved. 

5. Ideal state – determination of the ideal state (process does not exist, it is made by 

itself). 

6. Question to the ideal state – formulation of the question of how to achieve the ideal 

state (this is the real task for resolving by TRIZ principles). 

7. Trends – searching in trends of evolution of technical systems. 

8. Effects – searching in databases of scientific effects. 

9. Technical contradiction – determining and resolving technical contradiction(s) by 

use of inventive principles. 

10. Physical contradiction – determining and resolving physical contradiction by sepa-

ration principles. 

11. Standards – searching for standard solutions. 

12. Inspiration – searching in other fields for similar solutions or inspiration. 

13. Ideas – list of ideas collected from previous steps. 

14. Proposals – first proposals for the solution (proposals are discussed and improved, 

or the problem is redefined). 

15. Final solution – choosing a final solution(s). 

The method can also be expanded by using other TRIZ tools such as S-Fields anal-

ysis, Function modeling, trimming, or others. [13] 

The 3I method was applied to the problem of cleaning distance rings for a cutting 

tool. During the cutting of crystal, saws and crystal are both poured by water with ad-

ditives to cool down the cutting area. Unfortunately, saws can slightly corrode, and 

corrosion is then attached in the form of sediment to the distance rings. Also, the crys-

tal's ground material creates sediments attached to the distance rings. Figure (Fig. 1) 

below shows examples of a distance rings with sediment. 
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Fig. 1. Examples of distance rings with sediments. 

The problem is with the cleaning of the sediment. Currently, sediments are lightly 

ground in the solution with soap. Unfortunately, it is hard to catch up at the right mo-

ment when the sediment is ground. That leads to uncompleted cleaning or, worse, to 

ground rings. Because of that, the cleaning is done not so often. That leads to rings with 

sediments and bigger distances between saws. The cut product is bigger and takes more 

time to process it in the next operations. 

One of the original proposals to resolve this problem was to clean the rings in the 

ultrasonic cleaning bath used for cleaning cut crystals from the glue. Unfortunately, the 

rings swelled because additives in the cleaning bath reacted with the dural material. 

That is an unacceptable result. 

The 3I method was used to come up with new solutions on how to clean rings effec-

tively. The method's application is summarized in the table (Table 1.) below. 

Table 1. Application of 3I method on problem of distance rings cleaning. 

3I step content 

Problem Sediments and corrosion on the distance rings lead to an increase in rings 

thickness. 

Process Setting up the tool for cutting crystals. 

Purpose Defining the gaps between the saw blades. 

Principle Dural rings with precise thickness are put manually between saw blades 

on the rod. 

Ideal state(s) - Saws are holding the gap by themselves. 

- No sediments are attached to rings. 

- Sediment can be easily clean without changing the thickness of the ring. 

Question(s) to 

the ideal state 

- How to hold the gap between blades without distance rings? 

- How to hold the distance between blades by the blades themselves? 

- How to achieve that sediments are not attaching to the rings? 

- How to clean the sediments easily without damaging rings? 

Trends Segmentation; dynamization; transition from macro to micro; transition to 

super-system; mono-bi-poly;  
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Effects hold – solid: shape memory; hooks; mechanical fasteners; adhesives; 

foam; ferromagnetism; welding or soldering; casting; heat expansion; 

nano-velcro; 

clean/remove – solid: ultrasonic vibrations; acoustic vibrations; laser 

evaporation; electrolysis; dissolving; fluid spay; magnetism; brushes; 

Technical  

contradic-

tion(s) 

TC1:  want to hold the gap between blades; by the ring; sediments are at-

tached to it, which leads to inaccuracy. 

TC2: want to clean the sediment but without damaging the ring 

want to use water to cool the process, but avoid to corrosion appearance 

Physical  

contradiction 

WANT: water to cool down the cutting area; DO NOT WANT: water to 

avoid corrosion creation and sediments attachment 

Separation 

principles 

time; space; (use of protective layer) 

Standards - 

Inspiration cleaning laser; pressure water jet; steam, dissolvers; possibilities of rust 

removal; possibilities of protection;  

Ideas Ultra-sonic vibration in a bath; acoustic vibration; laser evaporation; use 

of brushes; segmentation of rings; coating (protective layer) of rings; 

composite materials; ceramics;  

3 Results and Discussion 

From the collected ideas and ways of evolution defined by inventive principles, trends, 

and effects, proposals for the solution could be determined. See table (Table 2). 

Table 2. A list of proposed solutions. 

proposal description 

Cleaning the  

sediment 

 

cleaning laser Use a laser beam to evaporate sediments without 

damaging the ring material 

water jet Use of pressure water jet to clean the sediments 

dissolving Dissolve sediments without damaging dural 

Sedimentation  

prevention 

protective layer Use a protective layer to seal the rings out of water 

and sediments 

Change of  

material 

 

one-use rings Use rings for only one use 

ceramics Use ceramic rings (ease of cleaning) 

composites Use special composite rings (ease of cleaning) 

plastic Use plastic rings (ease of cleaning) 

Change of the 

blades holding 

gluing Glue (or solder) the blades on the rod without rings 

Change the  

cutting technology 

no need for dis-

tance rings 

Change the technology of cutting to a new one with-

out the need for blades and distance rings 

Optimization/ 

standardization 

Standards of 

cleaning 

After every cut, blades will be disassembled and 

cleaned by brushes 

 

The proposals were then discussed in a way to choose the best suitable solution. 

Some of the proposals were also tested for suitability. For example, the result of the test 

cleaning by the laser beam is shown in the figure (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. Cleaning laser test results. 

The laser cleaning works perfectly, the sediments are evaporated, and rings are with-

out any damage. Optimal parameters of the laser just must be found for optimal 

time/cleaning effectivity. The disadvantage of this technology is that the laser device is 

quite expensive. 

Special plastic rings can be seen in the figure (Fig. 3) below. Plastic material is much 

more resistant to the attachment of sediments and rust. The problem is that thin rings 

are not flat – they are curved. 

 

Fig. 3. Plastic distance rings. 

Other materials are expensive, and with dissolving, there are problems with the ecol-

ogy of the process. To seal the ring in a protective layer does not work well because the 

sealing layer causes a reduction of the cutting workspace. Also, it is not durable in case 

of part of the crystal breaks. Gluing would work well, but if one of the blades would 
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damage – the changing would be much more complicated than now. The cheapest way 

is to standardize cleaning after every cut, but that takes much effort to disassemble and 

assemble tools repetitively. 

As a final recommended solution, a laser cleaning technology was chosen. The ex-

penses can be alternated by using the laser to clean parts and tools in other production 

system processes. As a possible low-cost alternative, there is a possible transition to 

plastic rings (only on thick ones possible) together with regular cleaning standards by 

brushes. 

As a solution for the next step, searching for a new technology for cutting the crystals 

is the best and most innovative way. By changing the technique, there would not be a 

need for rings, so the cleaning problem would disappear. 

4 Conclusion 

The 3I method was demonstrated in the case study of cleaning the distance rings for the 

cutting tool. By the use of TRIZ principles, several creative ideas were found for deal-

ing with the cleaning problem. After verifying the proposals, the recommendation to 

use the cleaning laser beam to evaporate the sediments was chosen as the best solution. 

Also, in future work, the search for new cutting technology without the need for dis-

tance rings (or saw) is recommended to achieve highly innovative improvement of the 

overall production process and eliminate the cleaning problem entirely. 
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